
These are just ideas for quotes, signs and slogans that others have used.  Feel free to use these or come up with your own!!  Write 
them on ground, underground, on walls, on paper, stickers, on signs, in your own graphics, project onto buildings, put on 
Facebook, Twitter, everywhere people can see!!!! Have fun and be careful tagging walls and sidewalks 
 
AnotherNYC.org ● Political language is designed to make lies sound truthful and murder respectable…  Wake up NYC! #AnotherNYC ● We risk becoming the best 
informed society that has ever died of ignorance… Wake up NYC! #AnotherNYC ● Stop being sheeple! Wake up NYC! #AnotherNYC ● 

“Fascism should more appropriately be called corporatism because it is a merger of state and corporate power" - Benito Mussolini ● History shows us that the people who end up changing the 
world are always nuts, until they are right, and then they are geniuses ● Whether you think that you CAN or that you CAN'T, you are usually right ● War is a 
racket! Wake up NYC! #AnotherNYC ● When a congressman becomes a lobbyist, he gets a $1,425 raise… Wake up NYC! #AnotherNYC ● You never know how strong you 
are until being strong is the only choice you have ● US oil companies are receiving about $7610 a minute in tax breaks. That's $4 billion a year of our tax money! 
Wake up NYC! #AnotherNYC ● Small minds can't comprehend big spirits. To be great, you have to be willing to be mocked, 
hated, and misunderstood. Stay strong! ● We're all struggling one way or another... So let's just all be there for one another. Wake up NYC! #AnotherNYC ● People don't 
want wars. Politicians bankers and corporations do. Wake up NYC! #AnotherNYC ● Many people, especially ignorant people, want to punish you for speaking the 
truth, for being correct, for being you. Never apologize for being correct, or for being years ahead of your time. If you're right, speak your mind. Even if 

you are a minority of one, the truth is still the truth. ● "It is well that the people of the nation do not understand our 
banking and monetary system, for if they did, I believe there would be a REVOLUTION before 
tomorrow morning" - Henry Ford ● “I swore never to be silent whenever and wherever human beings endure suffering and humiliations we must always take sides. 
Neutrality helps the oppressor. Never the victim. Silence encourages the tormentor, never the tormented.” - Elie Wiesel ● YOU are the leader you have been waiting for. Stop waiting! Step 
up. Join in. #AnotherNYC ● “Protest beyond the law is not a departure from democracy; it is absolutely essential to it” - 
Howard Zinn ● Civil disobedience becomes a sacred duty when the state becomes lawless and corrupt. - Ghandi ● "Maybe we should always show pictures. 
Bin Laden, pictures of our wounded service people, pictures of maimed innocent civilians. We can only make decisions about war if we see what war 
actually is --- and nor as a video game where bodies quickly disappear leaving behind a shiny gold coin" - Jon Stewart ● "We will never solve our 
problems solely by instituting new laws and regulations. Ultimately, the source of our problems lies at the level of the individual. If 
people lack more values and integrity, no system of laws and regulations will be adequate. So long as people give priority to material 
values, then injustice, inequality, intolerance and greed --- all the outward manifestations of neglect of inner values --- will persist." - Dali 
Lama ● "Once social change begins it can not be reversed. You cannot un-educate the person that has 
learned to read. You cannot humiliate the person who feels pride. You cannot oppress the people who are 
not afraid anymore." -  Cesar Chavez ● Human race.. Get off your knees! The lion sleeps no more. Wake up NYC! #AnotherNYC ● When I have a 9% approval rating 

at my job, I get fired! #OccupyCongress! ● The revelation of thought takes men out of there servitude into freedom. - Ralph Waldo Emerson ● Wherever there 
is a human being, there is an opportunity for kindness ● For those of you that don't support the movement, Occupy Your Couch... Just sit there and pretend everything is 
OK ● Educate yourself. Turn off the TV! Come to Union Square! Wake up NYC! #AnotherNYC ● There is something morally wrong with a 
nation that will take food, medical care, even heat in the winter from the people, yet spend trillions on weapons of war ● 
Welcome to the United Police States of America ● Real eyes realize real lies ● The Time to Act is NOW! #AnotherNYC ● If you don't know what's going 

on with OWS or what we're talking about, TURN OFF THE NEWS and tune into the movement! #AnotherNYC ● One person CAN 
make a difference. And every person should try #AnotherNYC ● Our scientific power has outrun our spiritual power. We have guided missiles and misguided men. - MLK ● The truth 

will set you free... (But first it will piss you off). #AnotherNYC ● Sorry for the inconvenience, we are trying to change the world ● "The 
liberty of a democracy is not safe if the people tolerate the growth of private power to a point where it becomes stronger than their democratic state itself. That, in its essence, is 
fascism -- ownership of government by an individual, by a group, or by any other controlling private owner" - FDR ● Wake up NYC! The REAL terrorists are in the 
White House, Congress & Wall St. ● Seek truth ● Think for yourself! Question everything ● Love thy neighbor ● Close Guantanamo now! 
● Whose Congress? OUR Congress! Occupy Congress! ● Friends don't let friends stay ignorant. #AnotherNYC ● Are we really going to let a bunch of greedy 

selfish fools do-in this whole planet? #AnotherNYC ● Occupy 2012 like there's no tomorrow! #AnotherNYC ● Our lives begin to end on the 
day we become silent about the things that matter - MLK ● "Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere" - MLK ● "I think that people 
want peace so much that one of these days government had better get out of their way and let them have it." -Dwight D. 
Eisenhower ● It doesn't matter who I am or what my story is. I know right from wrong! #AnotherNYC ● Free bungee jumps for 
Congress! No strings attached! ● "The CIA owns everyone of any significance in the major media" --- Former CIA Director William Colby ● I pledge allegiance ; To the 
Earth ; And all the life which it supports ; One Planet ; In our care ; Irreplaceable ; With sustenance and respect for ALL ● The Supreme 

Court - where money became speech and speech became illegal ● "A society whose citizens refuse to see and investigate the facts, who 
refuse to believe that their government and their media will routinely lie to them and fabricate a reality contrary to verifiable facts, is a society that 
chooses and deserves the Police State Dictatorship it's going to get." - Ian Williams Goddard ● Obedience is not patriotism ● "Hatred paralyses life; love 
releases it. Hate confuses life; love harmonizes it. Hatred darkens life; love illuminates it." - MLK ● "The world will not be destroyed 

by those who do evil, but by those who watch them without doing anything" - Albert Einstein ● How to Occupy? - Lesson #1 - Turn of the 
News, Tune into the Movement ● Stand for what is right... Even if it looks like you're standing alone ● If you're not outraged, you're not paying attention. 
Wake up from the slumber! #AnotherNYC ● I have certain rules I live by...Rule #1 - I don't believe anything the government 

tells me ● He who passively accepts evil is as much involved in it as he who helps to perpetrate it. He who accepts evil without protesting against it is really cooperating with it. ● Monsanto: 
poisoning the world since 1901. Enough is enough! Wake up NYC!  ● The wrong people are in jail... The wrong people are in power! Change it 
NOW! #AnotherNYC ● End the drug war.. End ALL the goddamn wars! ● Speak the truth... Even if your voice shakes ● The beginning is near ● 
HR347... Free speech is now a felony ● The book 1984 was not supposed to be an instruction manual! ● Noise is relative to the silence preceding 
it. The more absolute the hush, the more shocking the thunderclap. Out government has not heard the peoples’ voice for generations... And it is much, much louder then they can remember... We will not 
be silenced ● They LIED about weapons of mass destruction; They LIED to get us into Vietnam ; They LIED when they told us Libya was about 'Humanitarian Aid' ; They are 

LYING to us about Iran ; NEVER BE FOOLED AGAIN #AnotherNYC ● Sure you trust your government! Just ask a Native American ● The whole 

world is in jail and we're plotting an incredible jail break... #AnotherNYC ● If wars can be started by lies, they can be stopped by truth ● I 
love humanity... Let's figure this shit out together ● Humanity is awakening. Compassion will succeed over greed #AnotherNYC ● From New York to Oakland to Bahrain, 

our love is stronger than your teargas ● Self-Preservation: a term ironically used by billionaires more than anyone else ● War is a 
quarrel between rich thieves too cowardly to fight their own battle. ~Thomas Carlyle ● 400 people in the United States who have as much wealth as 150 million other U.S. citizens 
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